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Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 4 16 20 0-0 0 0
Tot.  4 16 20 0-0 0 0
EARL AZELTINE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 24 19 43 0-0 0 2
Tot.  24 19 43 0-0 0 2
STEVE AZELTINE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 1 3 4 0-0 0 0
1981 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0
Tot.  3 3 6 0-0 0-0 0 0
DENNIS BRATENG
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 0 1 1 0-0 0 0
Tot.  0 1 1 0-0 0 0
RON BRIGNAC
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 2 0 2 0-0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0 0
DALE BURLINGAME
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 7 5 12 0-0 0 0
Tot.  7 5 12 0-0 0 0
 Blocked PAT - 1 
LANCE CADENA
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 3 1 4 0-0 0 0
1981 14 9 23 0-0 1-3 1 1
Tot.  17 10 27 0-0 1-3 1 1
SCOTT CRAFT
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 4 0 4 0-0 0 0
Tot.  4 0 4 0-0 0 0
KURT CRISCIONE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 23 16 39 0-0 1 2
1981 35 20 55 0-0 0-0 6 0
Tot.  58 36 94 0-0 0-0 7 2
TIM DEGROSS
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 20 10 30 1-7  0 0
1981 32 18 50 2-12 1-1 0 0
1982 21 21 42 5.5-40 0-0 1 0 1
1983 45 20 65 4.5-46 3-8 3 1 0
Tot.  118 69 187 13-105 4-9 4 1 1
GERALD DENMAN (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 21 6 27 1-12 0-0 3 0
1981 28 7 35 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1982 25 14 39 0-0 1-6 2 2 0
1983 36 20 56 0-0 1-1 5 0 0
Tot.  110 47 157 1-12 2-7 10 2 0
DENNIS EDWARDS (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 14 12 26 2-10 0-0 0 0
1981 17 9 26 6-49 0-0 1 0 0
1983 43 37 80 0-0 2-8 4 1 2
1984 66 34 100 0-0 5-9 4 5 2
Tot.  140 92 232 8-59 7-17 9 6 4
DENNIS GRAD
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 0 1 1 0-0 0 0
Tot.  0 1 1 0-0 0 0
RON GUNNER
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 36 10 46 0-0 4 1
1981 33 11 44 0-0 2-4 3 3 1
Tot.  69 21 90 0-0 2-4 7 4 1
 Blocked Punt - 1 (1981)
MARK GREENLEAF
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 28 7 35 3-33 0 1
1981 36 13 49 2-2 1-7 1 2 1
Tot.  64 20 84 5-35 1-7 1 3 1
CHRIS HART (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 6 3 9 0-0 0 0
1981 12 3 15 0-0 0-0 2 0 0
1982 21 7 28 0-0 0-0 1 1 0
1983 14 10 24 0-0 1-2 1 0 0
Tot.  53 23 76 0-0 1-2 4 1 0
C.D. HOINESS (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 1 1 2 0-0 0 0
Tot.  1 1 2 0-0 0 0
TED HUBER (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 4 0 4 0-0 1 0
1981 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1982 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1983 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  8 0 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
BOB IDDINS
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 0 1 1 0-0 0 0
MARC INGERSOLL
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 1 0 1 0-0 0 0
1981 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
GLENN JACKSON
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 0 1 1 0-0 0 0
TED JENNESKENS
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 1 0 1 0-0 0 0
1981 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1982 0 2 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1983 0 2 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 4 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MIKE JOHNSON
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 19 8 27 0-0 2 1
RANDY JOHNSTON
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 10 16 26 0-0 0 0
RUSS KELLY
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 0 1 1 0-0 0 0
RANDY KEMMAN
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 0 1 1 0-0 0 1
Tot.  0 1 1 0-0 0 1
TIM KOFSTAD (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 69 32 101 1-11 3 0
1981 61 30 91 3-16 6-11 3 0 0
Tot.  130 62 192 4-27 6-11 6 0 0
CHARLIE KRUGER (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 19 9 28 0-0 2 0
1982 24 14 38 0-0 0-0 2 1 1
1983 37 19 56 0-0 1-2 4 2 0
1984 39 12 51 0-0 2-2 3 2 0
Tot.  119 54 173 0-0 3-4 11 5 1
KARL LILLQUIST
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 2 0 2 0-0 0 0
1981 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  3 1 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MIKE McCROSKEY 
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 12 16 28 3-25 0 1
Tot.  12 16 28 3-25 0 1
RICK MOE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 4 2 6 0-0 0 0
Tot.  4 2 6 0-0 0 0
GARY NELSON
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 2 0 2 0-0 0 0
1981 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1983 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1984 1 0 1 0-0 1-4 0 0 0
Tot.  5 0 5 0-0 1-4 0 0 0
JIM NICHOLS
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 1 0 1 0-0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0 0
CHRIS OLSEN
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 2 0 2 0-0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0 0
KYLE PEER
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 21 13 34 0-0 0 0
Tot.  21 13 34 0-0 0 0
KEVIN RIDOUT
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 0 0 0 0-0 0 1
1981 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
MIKE STUDER
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 17 18 35 5-23 1 0
Tot.  17 18 35 5-23 1 0
JIM SULLIVAN
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 19 2 21 0-0 0 0
Tot.  19 2 21 0-0 0 0
BILL SWOPE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 0 1 1 0-0 0 1
1982 4 2 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 .5
1983 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1984 13 2 15 0-0 0-0 2 0 1
Tot.  19 6 25 0-0 0-0 2 1 1.5
BRIAN THOMPSON
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 23 17 40 0-0 0 0
DARYL TURNER
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 6 0 6 0-0 0 0
PAUL WARMENHOVEN (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 44 28 72 2-5 1 0
1981 48 23 71 4-38 2-8 0 1 2
Tot.  92 51 143 6-43 2-8 1 1 2
DON WILLS
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 1 0 1 0-0 0 0
FRANK YELLAM
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 22 4 26 1-5 0 0
JEFF ZENISEK (OL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 1 1 2 0-0 0 0
1981 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
DAVID ZIMMERMAN (K)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1980 2 1 3 0-0 0 0
Tot.  2 1 3 0-0 0 0
KERMIT ADAMS
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 2 3 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 3 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
RICK ASHER
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
KEN BAGLEY
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 42 22 64 6-24 3-17 0 2 1
1982 8 6 14 0-0 2-3 0 0 0
Tot.  50 28 78 6-24 5-20 0 2 1
MARK BANNISH (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 6 1 7 0-0 0-0 1 1 0
1982 15 8 23 0-0 1-6 2 1 0
1983 13 8 21 0-0 0-0 3 0 0
1984 36 6 42 0-0 1-4 2 1 2
Tot.  70 23 93 0-0 2-10 8 3 2
 Blocked Punt - 1 (1981), 1 (1984)
JEFF CARDON
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 14 8 22 0-0 1-1 2 0 0
Tot.  14 8 22 0-0 1-1 2 0 0
BRUCE COOKE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CHRIS ELLIOTT (K)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
DAN FINLEY
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 10 7 17 1-3 3-8 0 0 1
1982 18 15 33 1-7 2-4 0 1 0
Tot.  28 22 50 2-10 5-12 0 1 1
MIKE GRANT (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1982 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
GARY HANDLEY
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 7 1 8 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1982 8 2 10 1-5 0-0 0 0 0
1983 5 4 9 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1986 12 6 18 0-0 3-4 0 0 1
Tot.  32 13 45 1-5 3-4 0 1 1
ROD HANDLEY
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MAURICE HANKS (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 26 16 42 3-11 3-6 3 1 1
1982 35 32 67 2.5-19 3.5-10 1 3 1
1983 65 45 110 1-8 5-14 1 2 1
1984 54 37 91 1-8 9-35 7 4 1
Tot.  180 130 310 7.5-46 20.5-65 12 10 4
DAVE JADERLUND
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
GREG KESSEL
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JAY KYTLE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 4 1 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  4 1 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
RICH MANSFIELD
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1982 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1983 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  4 1 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JIM NEWTON
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1982 0 3 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1983 0 3 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1984 24 14 38 2-12 2-3 0 1 2
1985 16 4 20 1-13 4-13 1 0 1
Tot.  41 24 65 3-25 6-16 1 1 3
STEVE PETERSON
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 4 2 6 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1982 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Tot.  5 2 7 0-0 0-0 0 2 0
BOB SHAW (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 8 3 11 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1982 42 27 69 2-15 4-7 0 1 0
1983 17 34 51 1-9 3-8 0 1 2
1984 44 36 80 14-126 5-24 2 1 3
Tot.  111 100 211 17-150 12-39 2 4 5
ROBERT SPRING
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
PAUL STOLTENBERG (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 36 25 61 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
1982 44 36 80 0-0 2-4 2 0 0
Tot.  80 61 141 0-0 3-5 2 0 0
WAYNE SWEET (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 35 7 42 0-0 3-3 2 0 0
1982 55 25 80 0-0 0-0 2 0 0
Tot.  90 32 122 0-0 3-3 4 0 0
TIM WHITE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 1 0 1 1-4 0-0 0 1 0
1982 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  3 1 4 1-4 0-0 0 1 0
KEVIN WICKENHAGEN
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JEFF WOOD
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 16 5 21 0-0 2-3 0 0 1
Tot.  16 5 21 0-0 2-3 0 0 1
BILL BEATTIE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MARK BERGSMA (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 28 16 44 0-0 2-7 0 0 1
1983 36 35 71 0-0 0-0 1 1 0
Tot.  64 51 115 0-0 2-7 1 1 1
 Blocked Punts - 2 (1983)
KIPP COVERDELL
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JOHN DAVIS
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
STEVE DOTSON
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 4 3 7 0-0 1-10 0 0 0
Tot.  4 3 7 0-0 1-10 0 0 0
MIKE EDDE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 3 3 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  3 3 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
GEORGE FRANGUILLE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 5 3 8 1-6 1-5 0 0 0
Tot.  5 3 8 1-6 1-5 0 0 0
RUSS HEARD
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1983 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  5 0 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JODASH MAAE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 2 2 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
ROB O'MEARA
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 14 14 28 0-0 2-4 0 0 0
1983 35 29 64 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Tot.  49 43 92 0-0 2-4 0 1 0
JEFF PALMER
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 18 14 32 2-14 3-9 0 0 1
1983 31 24 55 2-18 2-2 3 0 0
Tot.  49 38 87 4-32 5-11 3 0 1
  Blocked Punts - 1 (1983)
BILL PERRY
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 5 3 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  5 3 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
SCOTT PFEIFFER
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 2 0 2 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
TOM PRICE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 1 3 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 3 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MONTE SABIN
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 13 10 23 0-0 0-0 0 0 1
1983 7 7 14 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1985 25 4 29 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
Tot.  45 21 66 0-0 1-1 0 0 1
SCOTT SAYLOR
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
19882 4 0 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  4 0 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
DON SCHNEIDER
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 38 15 53 5-46 3.5-13 1 1 3
1983 37 24 61 3.5-14 10-41 0 2 1
Tot.  75 39 114 8.5-60 13.5-54 1 3 4
 Blocked Punt - 1 (1982)
DENNIS SELFORS
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1981 20 17 37 1-6 0-0 0 0 2
Tot.  20 17 37 1-6 0-0 0 0 2
SCOTT STEVENS
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 12 8 20 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
1983 2 2 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  14 10 24 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
DONNIE VAN GEYSTEL
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 18 2 20 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Tot.  18 2 20 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
JAMIE WEEKS
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1982 5 0 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  5 0 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
GREG WELLINGTON
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
19882 7 3 10 0-0 0-0 1 1 0
1983 14 12 26 0-0 4-13 1 0 1
1984 8 10 18 2-17 0-0 0 1 0
1985 25 16 41 3-18 3-7 3 2 0
Tot.  54 41 95 5-35 7-20 5 4 1
 Blocked Punt - 1 (1984).  Blocked FG - 1 (1985)
STEVE BATOR
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1984 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1985 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 2 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MARC BEAUDET
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JIM BEESON (TE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 0 0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1984 5 0 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  5 0 5 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
KEN CHRISTIE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 12 18 30 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Tot.  12 18 30 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
JIM CONNOLLY
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
ERIC COSTON
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1984 5 4 9 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1985 12 4 16 2-12 2-6 0 2 0
Tot.  18 8 26 2-12 2-6 0 2 0
BILL EVANS
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
KYLE FOWLER
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
BRIAN FRAUENHOLTZ
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MIKE GIANNANDREA
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 20 16 36 0-0 4-17 1 2 1
1984 29 21 50 0-0 5-12 1 1 0
Tot.  49 37 86 0-0 9-29 2 3 1
PAUL GOULET
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
STEVE HAHN
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JAMES HASTY
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 1 2 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1984 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  3 2 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JIM JOHNSON
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 4 1 5 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
Tot.  4 1 5 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
JOE IMHOF
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 9 5 14 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1985 24 12 36 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
Tot.  33 17 50 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
JOHN LALLAS
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 3 2 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  3 2 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TERRY LOGAN (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 5 3 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1984 16 12 28 0-0 2-4 0 2 0
1985 37 8 45 0-0 0-0 6 0 1
1986 26 10 36 0-0 0-0 3 1 0
Tot.  84 33 117 0-0 2-4 9 3 1
LES McCULLEY (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 27 13 40 0-0 0-0 6 0 2
1984 17 13 30 0-0 1-2 4 1 0
Tot.  44 26 70 0-0 1-2 10 1 2
 Blocked Punt - 1 (1984)
GARY MOORE (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JEFF PRICE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MARTY PRICE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1984 6 2 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1985 15 9 24 0-0 2-3 0 0 0
Tot.  23 12 35 0-0 2-3 0 0 0
FRANK RENO
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 3 2 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1984 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  5 2 7 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
VINCE STALLCUP
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1984 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1985 13 2 15 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1986 4 2 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  17 6 23 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
MARK ST. LOUISE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1984 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 2 2 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
 
CRAIG WARMENHOVEN
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1984 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1985 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1986 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  5 3 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
ED WATSON (FB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1984 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1985 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1986 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  6 0 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
BRIAN WITTY (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1983 5 1 6 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1984 3 3 6 0-0 2-3 0 0 0
1985 20 9 29 4-21 1-1 1 2 0
1986 10 3 13 1-7 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  38 16 54 5-28 3-4 1 3 0
KEN ANDERSON (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 19 5 24 0-0 0-0 5 1 1
1985 37 19 56 0-0 2-9 3 0 1
Tot.  56 24 80 0-0 2-9 8 1 2
DEWEY BRAWLEY (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
HARRY CRIPPEN
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 0 4 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  0 4 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TOM CROWELL (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1985 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 1 1
Tot.  1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 1 1
JIMMIE DOSS
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MIKE ELIASON (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 3 1 4 0-0 1-1 0 0 1
1985 3 2 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1987 12 7 19 1-6 1-3 0 0 0
1988 10 12 22 4-23 1-1 0 0 0
Tot.  28 22 50 5-29 3-5 0 0 1
SIMEON FIELDS (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 38 15 53 4-25 3-5 0 2 0
RICH HUHTALA
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 22 18 40 1-14 5-8 0 0 1
Tot.  22 18 40 1-14 5-8 0 0 1
TONY KENDALL
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
 
PHIL KLOPFSTEIN
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 19 12 31 1-5 2-3 0 0 0
Tot.  19 12 31 1-5 2-3 0 0 0
SHAWN LEONARD (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 18 14 32 1-7 4-10 0 0 1
1985 27 15 42 2-22 2-5 0 2 0
Tot.  45 29 74 3-29 6-15 0 2 1
KEN LINDERMAN
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 6 8 14 0-0 0-0 0 0 2
1985 20 7 27 2-23 3-12 0 2 0
Tot.  26 15 41 2-23 3-12 0 2 2
JIM McCORMICK (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
KEITH MOORE
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JOE NEIDHOLD
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 0 3 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  0 3 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TIM RILEY (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1985 5 2 7 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1986 13 8 21 1-3 0-0 0 1 0
1987 8 1 9 1-5 1-2 0 0 0
Tot.  28 11 39 2-8 1-2 0 1 0
LON STEWART
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TRAVIS TOMS (TE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1985 5 0 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  5 1 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
NED WALLS (OG)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
KEVIN WILSON
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1985 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  0 2 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
NATE WOOD
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1984 6 2 8 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
Tot.  6 2 8 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
JOE ANDREOTTI (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 4 4 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1986 19 7 26 0-0 1-7 1 0 0
Tot.  23 11 34 0-0 1-7 1 0 0
ED ARNEKLEV (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 15 5 20 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
1986 12 5 17 0-0 2-9 3 0 0
Tot.  27 10 37 0-0 3-10 3 0 0
MIKE BAIRD (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1986 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  4 1 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MATT BLEY (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MATT BRKLJACICH (QB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
ROBERT BUNTON (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 4 1 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1986 24 10 34 1-3 1-3 0 0 0
1987 20 13 33 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
1988 17 8 25 4-33 0-0 1 0 1
Tot.  65 32 97 5-36 2-4 1 0 1
ROGER CARTRIGHT (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CHARLES CHANDLER (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
SCOTT CROWL (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 6 2 8 1-7 0-0 0 0 1
1986 22 12 34 3-21 3-10 3 1 0
Tot.  28 14 42 4-28 3-10 3 1 1
ALLEN DAVIS (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 50 19 69 0-0 1-1 3 0 0
1986 20 17 37 3-4 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  70 36 107 3-4 1-1 3 0 0
KIRK ELSNER (OT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
EUGENE GATES (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 7 4 11 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
1986 18 4 22 1-11 0-0 0 0 0
1987 11 5 16 0-0 1-3 2 0 0
1988 5 6 11 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  41 19 60 1-11 1-3 3 0 0
TRACY GOFF (OG)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CHARLES GRATE (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 22 7 29 0-0 1-1 0 0 1
1986 58 20 78 2-16 3-5 0 0 0
Tot.  80 27 107 2-16 4-6 0 0 1
STEVE JOHNS (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1987 12 5 17 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  12 6 18 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
STEVE KEENEY (C)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CHRIS KOFLER (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 5 2 7 0-0 0-0 1 0 1
Tot.  5 2 7 0-0 0-0 1 0 1
BRUCE NAKAMURA (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 9 4 13 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
1986 23 7 30 0-0 3-5 2 1 1
Tot.  32 11 43 0-0 3-5 3 1 1
RON NELSON (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 19 3 22 0-0 0-0 1 2 0
1986 43 14 57 1-3 2-8 5 0 0
Tot.  62 17 79 1-3 2-8 6 2 0
MATT PARK (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 42 21 63 1-7 0-0 1 0 1
1986 19 10 29 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  61 31 92 1-7 0-0 1 0 1
MARK PEERBOOM (OG)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
LANCE POWERS (OT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JOEL RAY (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 4 0 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1986 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  5 0 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MIKE SNOW (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 1 0 1 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
1986 20 6 26 3-23 3-13 0 0 1
Tot.  21 6 27 3-23 4-14 0 0 1
JOHN WITTE (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 25 9 34 3-23 2-8 1 2 0
1986 21 16 37 4-22 1-1 3 0 1
Tot.  46 25 71 7-45 3-9 4 2 1
REGGIE WRIGHT (TE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1985 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JOHN BOWER (TE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1987 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CHRIS COOLEY (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 26 9 35 1-8 0-0 4 1 0
1987 26 13 39 0-0 0-0 5 0 0
Tot.  52 22 74 1-8 0-0 9 1 0
JIMMIE DILLINGHAM (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JIM GALLAGHER (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
1987 20 15 35 0-0 0-0 3 0 0
1988 11 4 15 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1989 16 8 24 0-0 0-0 5 0 0
Tot.  49 27 76 0-0 0-0 9 1 0
ED GOHR (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1987 29 11 40 4-26 7-21 2 1 1
Tot.  30 12 42 4-26 7-21 2 1 1
DENNIS HAEGELE (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1987 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  4 0 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MARLIN JOHNSON (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 13 6 19 0-0 2-10 3 0 0
1987 35 14 49 0-0 1-3 6 1 0
Tot.  48 20 68 0-0 3-13 9 1 0
 Blocked Punt - 1 (1986)
ED MORTIMER (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1988 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JOHN PICHA (OL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 3 1 4 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Tot.  3 1 4 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
MARK ROBINSON (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
 
TOM ROSENBACH (OG)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
19886 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Tot.  3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
DAVE SCHMIDT (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 34 18 52 1-9 1-1 0 1 0
1987 26 8 34 0-0 2-5 0 0 0
Tot.  60 26 86 1-9 3-6 0 1 0
SAMPSON TEVASEU (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 6 3 9 0-0 1-3 0 0 0
Tot.  6 3 9 0-0 1-3 0 0 0
DAVE ULRICH (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 15 6 21 2-12 0-0 1 0 0
Tot.  15 6 21 2-12 0-0 1 0 0
DAVE UNWIN (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1987 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
BRIAN VAN (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1986 11 7 18 2-5 0-0 1 0 0
Tot.  11 7 18 2-5 0-0 1 0 0
JEFF BRATENG (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 12 12 24 0-0 4-13 3 0 0
Tot.  12 12 24 0-0 4-13 3 0 0
JIM BROOKS (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
ERIK BROOKS (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
RON CLARK (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 13 5 18 1-9 2-8 1 0 0
Tot.  13 5 18 1-9 2-8 1 0 0
MARK DEICHMAN (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1988 13 4 17 1-1 1-2 1 0 0
1990 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  16 6 22 1-1 1-2 1 1 0
MARK DOYLE (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MARK ELIAS (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 5 4 9 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1988 3 1 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  8 5 13 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MATT FENGLER (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 1 2 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 1
1988 6 6 12 0-0 1-3 2 0 0
1989 30 21 51 6-32 1-1 0 0 2
1990 38 12 50 9-51 6-12 2 0 0
Tot.  75 41 116 15-83 8-16 4 2 3
JIM HARDING (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 3 0 3 2-10 0-0 0 0 0
1988 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  3 1 4 2-10 0-0 0 0 0
SHAWN LANDRY (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 8 5 13 0-0 1-1 3 0 0
Tot.  8 5 13 0-0 1-1 3 0 0
JEFF MARTY (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 37 20 57 6-46 6-18 1 0 1
1988 37 15 52 6-46 4-6 3 1 1
Tot.  74 35 109 12-92 10-24 4 1 2
ED McKEAN (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 4 2 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1988 7 2 9 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
1989 24 10 34 4.5-22 2-6 0 0 2
Tot.  35 14 49 4.5-22 3-7 0 0 2
JEFF MEAD (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 3 1 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1988 3 1 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  6 2 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
VINCE RICHARDSON (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
RAY RIOJAS (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 3 2 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1989 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  4 2 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CHAD ROGERS (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 12 8 20 1-6 0-0 0 0 0
1988 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  15 8 23 1-6 0-0 0 0 0
KEITH ROSS (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 37 28 65 0-0 3-4 3 0 0
1988 23 21 44 1-6 1-1 2 2 0
1989 12 9 21 1-7 0-0 0 0 0
1990 43 42 85 0-0 3-9 3 0 0
Tot.  115 100 215 2-13 7-14 8 2 0
JOE SANDERS (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1988 0 0 0 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1989 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 2 0
TODD SHERMAN (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 26 10 36 0-0 2-4 2 2 0
1988 11 6 17 0-0 2-8 3 0 0
Tot.  37 16 53 0-0 4-12 5 2 0
NICK SNYDER (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 81 35 116 0-0 6-17 1 0 0
1988 24 18 42 1-5 4-7 2 1 0
Tot.  105 53 158 1-5 10-24 3 1 0
BILL WALKER (OT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CHARLES WYBORNEY (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1987 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
BRENTT BEARD (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
DARYL CLARK (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 9 4 13 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1989 8 8 16 0-0 0-0 0 0 1
1990 15 7 22 1-1 0-0 5 0 0
1991 15 3 18 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
Tot.  47 22 69 1-1 0-0 6 0 1
DRUE COLLINS (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
SCOTT DITTER (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 25 5 30 1-3 2-6 1 0 0
1989 22 17 39 3-9 0-0 0 1 1
Tot.  47 22 69 4-12 2-6 1 1 1
TYLER EMMERSON (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1989 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MIKE ESTES (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 33 13 46 6-21 9-22 4 1 0
1989 41 22 63 5-35 7-14 2 0 1
Tot.  74 35 109 11-56 16-36 6 1 1
ERIC GRANBERG (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 28 12 40 1-1 1-3 1 0 0
1989 24 23 47 2-17 1-9 0 0 0
Tot.  52 35 87 3-18 2-12 1 0 0
LEO JACOBS (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 27 7 34 2-16 2-34 2 0 1
1989 34 24 58 2-15 1-3 4 2 2
Tot.  61 31 92 4-31 3-37 6 2 3
AL KESTI (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 15 6 21 3-16 0-0 1 0 2
1989 21 16 37 3-6 0-0 0 0 1
Tot.  36 22 58 6-32 0-0 1 0 3
JOHN MANSFIELD (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 32 8 40 1-1 1-3 1 0 1
Tot.  32 8 40 1-1 1-3 1 0 1
BRIAN McELROY (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 10 10 20 0-0 1-2 0 0 2
1989 14 12 26 0-0 1-1 5 0 2
Tot.  24 22 46 0-0 2-3 5 0 4
TRACY McKENZIE (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 13 4 17 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1989 35 30 65 0-0 1-3 6 2 0
1990 44 27 71 0-0 2-3 1 1 0
1991 53 21 74 3-14 4-8 5 1 3
Tot.  145 82 227 3-14 7-14 12 5 3
 Blocked FG - 1 (1989); Blocked PAT - 1 (1991)
JAMES MITCHELL (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 9 4 13 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
1989 20 11 31 1-16 0-0 4 1 0
1990 29 12 41 0-0 2-14 7 0 1
1991 33 11 44 0-0 1-2 8 1 0
Tot.  91 38 129 1-16 3-16 20 2 1
 Blocked Punt - 2 (1988), 2 (1989), 2 (1990), 1 (1991).
JOHN OLSON (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 6 5 11 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1989 22 21 43 3.5-23 3-10 4 3 0
1990 35 17 52 4-33 4-14 2 0 2
1991 37 15 52 2-5 1-1 1 1 1
Tot.  100 58 158 9.5-61 8-25 7 4 3
PAT PATTERSON (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1989 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
ROBERT PICKERING (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JOHN PIETZ (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
LAMONT RICE (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 20 6 26 0-0 1-7 2 1 0
1989 25 16 41 1-11 3-8 3 1 0
Tot.  45 22 67 1-11 4-15 5 2 0
DERRICK ROSS (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1989 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
STEVE SCHERFFIUS (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 6 0 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1989 18 9 27 1-2 0-0 0 0 0
1990 14 2 16 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1991 23 8 31 0-0 1-2 1 0 0
Tot.  61 19 80 1-2 1-2 1 0 0
KEVIN SCHINMANN (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JAY SWANSON (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
BRAD TAYLOR (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 19 4 23 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
1989 18 7 25 0-0 2-11 5 2 1
Tot.  37 11 48 0-0 2-11 6 2 1
SCOTT TOLLACKSON (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
KEITH WALKER (OG)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JAY WESTGARD (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 6 4 10 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
1989 23 11 34 0-0 4-19 0 0 0
Tot.  29 15 44 0-0 4-19 1 0 0
DREW WIKEL (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1988 5 0 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1989 7 4 11 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  12 4 16 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JIM ACKERMAN (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 4 2 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1990 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  5 3 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JOHN BARNES (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 0 2 2 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Tot.  0 2 2 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
PAUL CAMPBELL (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 1 3 4 1-5 0-0 0 0 0
1990 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 4 5 1-5 0-0 0 0 0
TOM GANNON (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 5 4 9 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
1990 22 17 39 0-0 2-6 2 0 0
Tot.  27 21 48 0-0 2-6 3 0 0
BOB GARDNER (TE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TODD GRIFFITH (OG)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
PHIL JOHNSON (OG)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1990 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 2 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TODD KRAMER (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TOMMY LOUIS (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
BRION MATTSON (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 13 3 16 0-0 2-11 1 0 0
1990 34 14 48 1-2 1-6 2 2 1
1991 37 13 50 1-8 1-7 0 1 0
1992 60 23 83 2-10 7-20 6 1 2
Tot.  144 53 197 4-20 11-44 9 4 3
BOB PEYSER (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1990 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 2 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
ANTHONY REIBOLDT (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 10 3 13 0-0 1-1 1 0 0
Tot.  10 3 13 0-0 1-1 1 0 0
ROGER SHOUP (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 5 2 7 1-4 1-3 0 0 0
1990 10 3 13 1-9 2-4 0 1 0
1992 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  16 5 21 2-13 3-7 0 1 0
MAL STEWMAN (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
KEN STRADLEY (QB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1990 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MARC YONTS (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1989 36 24 60 5-46 6-13 0 1 0
1990 26 18 44 5-40 2-7 1 1 1
Tot.  62 42 104 10-86 8-20 1 2 1
MARK ANDREWS (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 15 9 24 0-0 1-3 0 1 0
1991 3 2 5 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
Tot.  18 11 29 0-0 2-4 0 1 0
EDDIE ASHWORTH (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1991 10 5 15 0-0 0-0 2 0 0
Tot.  12 6 18 0-0 0-0 2 0 0
JAMES ATTERBERRY (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
BRETT COLLINS (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TIM DEBORD (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 0 0 0 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
1991 12 1 13 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1992 10 6 16 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
Tot.  22 7 29 0-0 0-0 2 0 0
TIM FISCHLIN (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 7 1 8 0-0 1-3 0 0 0
1992 14 4 18 0-0 0-0 2 0 0
Tot.  21 5 26 0-0 1-3 2 0 0
DICK GALLAHER (TE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1991 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JOHN GRAHAM (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 9 2 11 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1991 17 13 30 0-0 1-4 0 0 1
Tot.  26 15 41 0-0 1-4 0 0 1
DARBY HEPPER (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 9 9 18 2-8 0-0 2 0 0
Tot.  9 9 18 2-8 0-0 2 0 0
BOB HOYMAN (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 20 9 29 8-64 0-0 0 1 0
1991 39 19 58 4-18 4-12 2 1 0
Tot.  59 28 87 12-82 4-12 2 2 0
ROCKY HUFF (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 8 3 11 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1991 8 4 12 0-0 1-3 1 0 0
Tot.  16 7 23 0-0 1-3 1 0 0
 Blocked FG - 1 (1991)
BRETT KOSS (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 3 0 3 2-13 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  3 0 3 2-13 0-0 0 0 0
ERIC LAMPHERE (OL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1991 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TOM MAGRUDER (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1991 5 2 7 0-0 1-11 2 0 0
Tot.  6 3 9 0-0 1-11 2 0 0
JOEY McCANNA (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 1 2 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1991 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1992 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  3 2 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
SPENCER MINNIX (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 27 10 37 0-0 0-0 2 1 0
1991 27 10 37 0-0 1-3 8 1 1
Tot.  54 20 74 0-0 1-3 10 2 1
SHAWN MYERS (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 4 1 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1991 23 14 37 5-39 1-4 3 0 0
1992 26 18 44 2-5 4-9 0 0 0
Tot.  53 33 86 7-44 5-13 3 0 0
 Blocked FG - 1 (1991)
COREY PERKINS (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 3 3 6 0-0 2-2 0 0 0
Tot.  3 3 6 0-0 2-2 0 0 0
TIM RAVET (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 1 3 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 3 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
DERRICK SCHMUCKER (OL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JAMES SMITH (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 3 7 10 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  3 7 10 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MIKE SPEAKS (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 4 2 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1991 34 13 47 5-43 4-5 1 1 1
Tot.  38 15 53 5-43 4-5 1 1 1
JOHN STROJAN (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 2 2 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CHRIS SULLIVAN (OL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
SCOTT WENDLANDT (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 3 0 3 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
1991 3 1 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 6 1 7 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
SHANE WYRSCH (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1990 16 8 24 0-0 2-7 0 1 0
1991 49 25 74 4-32 0-0 2 0 2
1992 15 11 26 1-5 1-7 0 0 0
1993 71 34 105 1-10 3-10 3 3 0
Tot. 151 78 229 6-47 6-24 5 4 2
BEAU BALDWIN (QB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
ERIC BOLES (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MATT BREDBERG (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
1992 5 1 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 7 2 9 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
CLINT BUCHANAN (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 4 2 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 4 2 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
AARON FORBES (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 29 15 44 1-6 2-7 3 0 0
1992 21 9 30 1-5 0-0 1 1 3
Tot. 50 24 74 2-11 2-7 4 1 3
KEVIN HALL (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 2 6 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 2 6 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TRENT HOLOBAUGH (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 4 3 7 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 4 3 7 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
DAVID JAGLA (OG)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CHAD KLASSEN (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 2 0 0
1993 8 1 9 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 11 1 12 0-0 0-0 2 0 0
JEFF KUOLT (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 13 9 22 3-31 1-1 0 0 0
1992 56 31 87 2-8 3-6 0 0 0
Tot. 69 40 109 5-39 4-7 0 0 0
KEITH LARSON (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1992 14 10 24 1-2 3-6 0 1 0
1993 17 8 25 1-11 3-8 0 0 1
1994 20 6 26 2-11 5-22 1 1 2
1995 20 16 36 0-0 2-7 3 0 0
Tot. 71 41 112 4-24 13-43 4 2 3
CRAIG MALONEY (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 4 0 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1992 10 2 12 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
Tot. 14 2 16 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
REGGIE NEWTON (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 7 2 9 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
Tot. 7 2 9 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
DIETRICH QUIRING (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 15 8 23 1-6 2-4 0 1 0
1994 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 16 8 24 1-6 2-4 0 1 0
TYSON RALEY (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1992 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1993 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 4 1 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
PAUL RASMUSSEN (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
DARRELL ROULST (K)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 1 2 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1993 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Tot. 3 2 5 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
SHANE SADLER (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 8 6 14 0-0 1-4 0 0 0
1992 41 20 61 0-0 4-5 4 1 1
Tot. 49 26 75 0-0 5-9 4 1 1
JEFF TOBIN (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JAMES VANLEUVAN (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 0 2 2 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
Tot. 0 2 2 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
WILLIAM WESTERFIELD (K)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1991 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
KENTIN ALFORD (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 13 7 20 0-0 0-0 3 1 1
1993 48 20 68 1-13 7-16 4 1 3
1994 42 18 60 1-8 8-24 1 0 0
1995 23 16 39 0-0 0-0 2 0 0
Tot. 126 61 187 2-21 15-40 10 2 4
  Blocked FG- 1994, 1.
DEREK BAKER (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 42 10 52 0-0 2-12 4 1 1
1993 71 24 95 0-0 3-9 5 1 1
Tot. 113 34 147 0-0 5-21 9 2 2
JOHN BALMER (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CRAIG BILL (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 1 2 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1993 29 8 37 0-0 2-8 2 1 0
1995 50 20 70 1-1 3-4 1 2 3
1996 21 9 30 2-8 3-9 1 0 2
Tot. 101 39 140 3-9 8-21 4 3 5
  Fumble Return Yards - 1995, 26.
PRESTON BRITTON (OT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
RUSS CAPPS (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 23 18 41 3-10 5-15 0 2 0
Tot. 23 18 41 3-10 5-15 0 2 0
JASON CARTER (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 16 5 21 0-0 1-3 5 2 0
1993 13 1 14 0-0 0-0 5 1 0
Tot. 29 6 35 0-0 1-3 10 3 0
CEL CRONER (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1993 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
J.J. FRANK (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 14 3 17 1-6 1-2 0 0 1
Tot. 14 3 17 1-6 1-2 0 0 1
JASON GIFFORD (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
KRIS HENRY (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CLINT JORDAN (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 3 2 5 0-0 1-4 0 0 0
Tot. 3 2 5 0-0 1-4 0 0 0
JON KITNA (QB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1993 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1994 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
SCOTT LEMASTER (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 9 5 14 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
1993 42 18 60 0-0 3-9 2 0 2
1994 32 15 47 1-3 6-14 3 0 0
1995 88 37 125 1-9 10-28 4 3 1
Tot. 171 75 246 2-12 19-51 10 3 3
  Blocked FG - 1995, 1.
AARON MACKEY (TE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 4 1 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1993 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 5 1 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
KEN McCONKEY (K)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 4 0 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 4 0 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
GARY MICHAEL (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 15 5 20 0-0 0-0 5 0 0
1993 18 9 27 0-0 1-1 3 1 0
1994 30 17 47 0-0 0-0 2 0 0
1995 50 29 79 0-0 0-0 5 2 0
Tot. 113 60 173 0-0 1-1 15 3 0
DEREK MURREY (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
PAT REDDICK (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 10 7 17 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
1993 15 13 28 0-0 0-0 0 1 2
1994 10 2 12 0-0 1-3 1 1 0
Tot. 35 22 57 0-0 1-3 2 2 2
  Blocked Punt- 1994, 2.
TERRY RUSSELL (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
ANDY SAGE (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 2 3 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1993 29 18 47 5-36 2-3 1 1 0
1994 14 5 19 0-0 2-4 1 0 0
Tot. 45 26 71 5-36 4-7 2 1 0
  Blocked Punt - 1993, 1.
CEDRIC SANDERS (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
SHAWN SCHNEIDER (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 26 11 37 6-37 3-7 0 1 0
JAY SPEARS (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 9 10 19 0-0 1-5 1 1 0
1993 7 1 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1994 13 4 17 0-0 1-1 3 0 0
1995 20 7 27 0-0 0-0 2 0 0
Tot. 49 22 71 0-0 2-6 6 1 0
GREG SULLIVAN (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 18 12 30 0-0 1-2 0 0 1
1993 29 17 46 4-16 1-3 1 0 0
Tot. 47 29 76 4-16 2-5 1 0 1
DAVE WEDIN (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1992 21 12 33 1-6 5-11 0 1 1
1993 32 20 52 4-20 1-2 6 2 3
Tot. 53 32 85 5-26 6-13 6 3 4
  Blocked PAT - 1993, 1.
LARRY BELLINGER (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1994 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TONY BOWIE (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 19 8 27 0-0 1-1 6 0 0
1994 11 6 17 0-0 1-4 1 1 0
1995 46 12 58 0-0 3-7 3 1 0
Tot. 76 26 102 0-0 5-12 10 2 0
  Blocked PAT- 1994, 1.
ALPHONSO BROWN
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TOM CRAVEN (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 4 1 5 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
Tot. 4 1 5 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
JAY DUARTE (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1995 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JESSE EVANS (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 17 8 25 0-0 1-4 3 1 1
1994 23 5 28 0-0 1-6 2 1 1
1996 42 11 53 0-0 0-0 4 0 0
Tot. 82 24 106 0-0 2-10 9 2 2
  Fumble Return Yards - 1993, 41; 1994, 2.
KIMO EVANS (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CHARLIE HAMPTON (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 15 5 20 0-0 1-1 5 0 0
Tot. 15 5 20 0-0 1-1 5 0 0
KEN JOHNSON (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 5 2 7 1-10 1-2 0 0 0
1994 4 2 6 0-0 2-5 0 1 0
Tot. 9 4 13 1-10 3-7 0 1 0
DENMARK JONES (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 8 1 9 2-18 1-2 0 0 1
Tot. 8 1 9 2-18 1-2 0 0 1
MARC JONES (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
ANDY LWANGA (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 2 1 3 1-10 0-0 0 0 0
1994 18 2 20 7-66 3-15 3 2 5
1995 51 30 81 15-95 7-15 9 1 2
Tot. 71 33 104 23-171 10-30 12 3 7
MONTREUX MACON (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 27 15 42 0-0 1-5 8 0 1
1994 27 8 35 0-0 3-6 7 1 0
1995 32 26 58 0-0 1-1 8 2 1
Tot. 86 49 135 0-0 5-12 23 3 2
  Blocked FG - 1995, 1.
AARON MAUL (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 20 8 28 1-13 1-1 0 0 1
1994 32 16 48 2-13 4-8 2 1 0
1995 36 13 49 5-46 5-16 1 0 0
1996 29 10 39 0-0 3-8 0 0 0
Tot. 117 47 164 8-72 13-33 3 1 1
SCOTT MORGAN (LB-DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 4 3 7 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1995 13 6 19 3-15 0-0 0 0 0
1996 25 15 40 4-19 3-7 0 0 0
1997 24 9 33 7-37 3-16 0 0 0
Tot. 66 33 99 14-71 6-23 0 1 0
  Blocked FG - 1997, 1.
JEFF NORDSTROM (OL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TREVOR ROSE (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
YUCHUN SANTORY (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 7 2 9 0-0 1-5 0 0 0
1994 19 6 25 4-20 3-14 1 0 0
1995 27 22 49 3-13 6-14 0 3 0
1996 18 7 25 5-26 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 71 37 108 12-59 10-33 1 3 0
CASH THOMAS (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 12 5 17 3-34 2-9 0 1 0
Tot. 12 5 17 3-34 2-9 0 1 0
  Blocked FG - 1993, 1.
BRIAN VICKERS  
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
DAN WADLEY (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 15 4 19 1-10 1-7 0 0 0
1994 11 1 12 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1995 10 10 20 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 36 15 51 1-10 1-7 0 1 0
B.J. WILSON (OLB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1993 23 5 28 2-15 1-4 3 1 1
1994 5 0 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 28 5 33 2-15 1-4 3 1 1
  Blocked PAT - 1993, 1.
RYAN BISHOP (K)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
ANTOINE BUTCHER (TE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
BRIAN CARTWRIGHT (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 3 4 7 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 3 4 7 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
RYAN FOURNIER (QB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
SEV HOINESS (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 22 9 31 1-3 1-3 0 1 0
1995 30 25 55 2-15 1-1 2 0 1
1996 47 28 75 1-7 4-9 0 0 0
Tot. 99 62 161 4-25 6-13 2 1 1
CHRIS HOLT (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 4 1 5 0-0 1-2 0 0 1
Tot. 4 1 5 0-0 1-2 0 0 1
MICHAEL JACKSON (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1995 9 7 16 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1996 35 9 44 0-0 3-5 1 2 0
Tot. 46 17 63 0-0 3-5 1 3 0
  Fumble Return Yards - 1996, 31  (TD).
VIC MARTIN (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 2 3 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 2 3 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TODD MURRAY (TE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CODY REID (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 2 2 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 2 2 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MALIK ROBERSON (OLB-LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 45 11 56 9-48 7-18 1 2 0
1995 40 17 57 1-4 2-8 1 1 1
Tot. 85 28 113 10-52 9-26 2 3 1
  Fumble Return Yards - 1994, 7.
RON SAMIFUA (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 9 2 11 1-4 2-7 0 0 0
Tot. 9 2 11 1-4 2-7 0 0 0
ROB SENATORE (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 33 8 41 3-20 5-13 0 0 0
Tot. 33 8 41 3-20 5-13 0 0 0
DWANE SITLER (OL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
GREG STOLLER (K-P)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1996 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 3 1 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
SEANAL STUART (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 3 1 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1997 11 3 14 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Tot. 14 4 18 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
JUSTIN SUNDQUIST (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MIKE TALAMAIVO (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1995 1 3 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1996 23 6 29 0-0 2-3 0 0 0
1997 12 10 22 3-7 3-9 3 0 0
Tot. 37 19 56 3-7 5-12 3 0 0
MARK TIPTON (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 8 3 11 0-0 0-0 1 2 0
1995 11 8 19 0-0 0-0 1 1 0
1996 25 13 38 0-0 1-2 1 1 0
Tot. 44 24 68 0-0 1-2 3 4 0
  Fumble Return Yards - 1996, 38.
MATTIAS WIKSTROM (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JOSH WOODARD (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1994 4 2 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1997 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 6 2 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
RICO BROWN (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
1996 10 6 16 0-0 1-4 1 0 0
Tot. 13 6 19 0-0 1-4 2 0 0
   Block FG Return Yards - 1996, 16.
TONY BROWN (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 4 3 7 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 4 3 7 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
BRIAN CARTWRIGHT (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 14 3 17 1-3 1-1 0 0 0
Tot. 14 3 17 1-3 1-1 0 0 0
ZACH COOPER (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 9 7 16 1-3 1-6 0 0 0
1996 12 8 20 0-0 1-3 0 0 0
Tot. 21 15 36 1-3 2-9 0 0 0
ADRIAN EGGLESTON (DE-DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 18 15 33 3-18 4-5 0 0 0
1996 18 4 22 3-23 3-11 3 2 0
Tot. 36 19 55 6-41 7-16 3 2 0
ADRIAN GARZA (OL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1996 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 2 3 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
E.J. HENDERSON (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
DOLAN HOLT (TE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1997 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
NATHAN HOPKES (DL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 4 4 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 4 4 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
RICO INIGUEZ (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 14 5 19 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1996 95 31 126 3-13 8-22 4 1 0
1997 43 22 65 1-4 5-8 3 0 1
Tot. 152 58 210 4-17 13-30 7 1 1
  Block FG - 1996, 1.
TONY LWANGA (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CHAD RATHBURN (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 10 7 17 0-0 1-2 0 0 0
1996 31 7 38 1-8 2-4 0 0 0
Tot. 41 14 55 1-8 3-6 0 0 0
SHAWN RAYKOVICH (DL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 46 27 73 7-45 2-4 7 1 2
Tot. 46 27 73 7-45 2-4 7 1 2
RICK ROBILLARD (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 4 3 7 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 4 3 7 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
KENNY RUSSAW (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MATT SMITH (LB-DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1995 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1996 4 3 7 0-0 1-4 0 0 0
1997 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 7 3 10 0-0 1-4 0 0 0
EVAN AYRES (OL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
EDGAR DUBOSE (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1997 9 4 13 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  12 4 16 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JOHN GARDEN (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 24 8 32 1-9 1-7 0 0 1
1997 23 21 44 2-5 4-13 0 1 0
1998 40 23 63 3-4 3-7 0 1 0
1999 29 26 55 3-21 2-3 2 1 0
Tot. 116 78 194 9-39 10-30 2 3 1
MARCUS GARRETSON (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 5 0 5 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1997 13 5 18 0-0 0-0 1 0 1
1999 4 2 6 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 22 7 29 0-0 0-0 1 0 1
PETE HARTZELL (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1997 25 1 26 1-4 0-0 2 0 0
1998 43 13 56 0-0 3-6 4 0 0
1999 31 11 42 0-0 0-0 5 0 1
Tot. 100 25 125 1-4 3-6 11 0 1
  Misc. Yards – 1999, 5.
SCOTT HENRY (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 24 5 29 0-0 1-1 0 0 1
1997 40 11 51 0-0 2-3 2 0 0
1998 58 26 84 1-9 3-5 4 0 2
1999 35 17 52 0-0 2-3 5 0 0
Tot. 157 59 216 1-9 8-12 11 0 3
NATE MARTI (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 10 1 11 1-5 0-0 1 0 0
Tot.  10 1 11 1-5 0-0 1 0 0
WAYNE MAXWELL (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 8 1 9 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1997 7 0 7 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
1998 5 5 10 0-0 0-0 1 0 1
Tot. 20 6 26 0-0 0-0 1 1 1
JOHN MILLER (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
DAN MURPHY (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
WANIS NADIR (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 3 4 7 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  3 4 7 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
  Blocked Punt - 1.
TRAVIS NOEL (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 1 3 4 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
Tot. 1 3 4 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
 
KYLE PARKIN (OL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 
JACK SANDBERG (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Tot. 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 1 0 
RYAN SAWYER (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 25 11 36 2-10 4-10 1 2 1
1997 27 8 35 4-21 6-8 1 2 0
1998 41 10 51 7-56 5-8 0 1 0
1999 12 9 21 1-10 2-10 0 1 0
Tot. 105 38 143 14-97 17-36 2 6 1
SHAN SCHAFFRAN (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JED SLUYTER (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 1 3 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1997 40 13 53 1-8 1-1 3 0 2
1998 59 35 94 2-27 4-10 2 0 1
1999 54 25 79 4-22 7-16 5 0 0
Tot.  154 76 230 7-57 12-27 10 0 3
   Blocked FG – 1999, 1 (17 yards)
ROBERT THOMAS (OL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 4 1 5 0-0 0-0 0 1 2
1997 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  5 2 7 0-0 0-0 0 1 2
JAHU TOLSON (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 
ANDY WAGNER (TE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot.  1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JASON WOODS (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1996 8 11 19 2-11 0-0 0 0 0
1997 14 7 21 4-35 7-11 2 0 0
1998 35 11 46 5-26 2-5 1 0 2
1999 29 13 42 2.5-11 7-16 0 0 0
Tot. 86 42 128 13.5-83 16-32 3 0 2
RYAN BAKER (K)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 1 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JASON BRUNK (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 3 1 4 2-8 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 3 1 4 2-8 0-0 0 0 0
BRANDON CHRISTENSEN (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 3 1 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1998 72 35 107 0-0 11-32 1 1 0
1999 46 27 73 0-0 11-28 4 0 3
Tot. 121 63 184 0-0 22-60 5 1 3
  Misc. Yards - 1998, 15 (TD).
JAKE CONLEY (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 8 1 9 1-4 1-1 0 0 0
1998 26 16 42 1-1 1-1 0 0 0
Tot. 34 17 51 2-5 2-2 0 0 0
JOHN FIELDS (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 29 15 44 3-23 4-11 1 2 1
1998 29 17 46 8-64 3-7 1 1 4
1999 32 10 42 6.5-50 6-18 4 1 1
Tot. 90 42 132 17.5-137 13-36 6 4 6
  Blocked PAT - 1 (1999)
TONY FRANK (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JOHN HALLEAD  (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 32 13 45 1-8 4-7 4 1 0
1998 66 20 86 2-14 7-38 9 0 3
1999 43 16 59 0-0 7-21 5 2 1
Tot. 141 49 190 3-22 18-66 18 3 4
JULIAN HAMM (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JIMMY HYDE (OL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
CASEY JACOX (QB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
SEAN LEWIS (DL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1998 13 3 16 1-10 2-5 1 0 0
Tot. 14 3 17 1-10 2-5 1 0 0
HAWLEY MCINTOSH (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 8 4 12 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 8 4 12 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
WAYNE MOENOA
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TY NUNEZ (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1998 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Tot. 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
  Misc. Yards - 1998, 4 (TD).
CHAD PHILIP (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 2 2 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1998 14 7 21 0-0 0-0 2 0 0
1999 9 1 10 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 25 10 35 0-0 0-0 2 0 0
RAWLEY ROBINS (DE-LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 9 5 14 0-0 1-2 0 1 0
1998 8 2 10 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1999 9 7 16 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 26 14 40 0-0 1-2 0 1 0
JOSH SARPY (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 15 4 19 0-0 1-4 0 0 0
Tot. 15 4 19 0-0 1-4 0 0 0
KALE SAUR
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
RYAN SEAL (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1998 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1999 2 0 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 4 0 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
LONNIE SINGLETON HYDE  (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 8 1 9 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1998 6 5 11 0-0 1-4 0 0 0
Tot. 14 6 20 0-0 1-4 0 0 0
LELAND SPARKS (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 21 8 29 0-0 3-5 4 2 1
1998 29 14 43 0-0 4-14 8 0 0
Tot. 50 22 72 0-0 7-19 12 2 1
KEVIN STROMBERG (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1998 14 8 22 0-0 1-3 0 2 0
Tot. 17 8 25 0-0 1-3 0 2 0
SCOTT SUMMERS (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 2 2 4 1-9 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 2 2 4 1-9 0-0 0 0 0
IAN TYRRELL (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1997 5 5 10 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 5 5 10 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MIKE ALEXANDER (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1998 4 4 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 4 4 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TERRANCE ALLEN (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1998 9 3 12 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
1999 14 0 14 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 23 3 26 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JARED CARTER (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1998 10 5 15 2.5-16 1-2 0 0 0
1999 5 3 8 0-0 1-4 0 0 0
Tot. 15 8 23 2.5-16 2-6 0 0 0
BRET CURTRIGHT (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1998 3 3 6 1-6 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 3 3 6 1-6 0-0 0 0 0
JACK ESSMAN (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1998 9 6 15 4.5-27 2-5 0 1 1
Tot. 9 6 15 4.5-27 2-5 0 1 1
  Misc. Yards - 1998, 12 (TD).
STEVE HICKEY (K)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1998 3 1 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 3 1 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JACOB KECK (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1998 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 3 0 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
MARK LEAZER (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1998 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 1
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 1
JASON PATTERSON (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1998 10 3 13 0-0 1-2 5 0 1
1999 30 9 39 0-0 5-9 8 1 0
Tot. 40 12 52 0-0 6-11 13 1 1
  Blocked Punt - 1998, 1.  Fumble Return Yards– 1999, 40 (TD)
JEREMY PARKER (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1998 6 2 8 0-0 1-1 0 0 0
1999 3 0 3 0-0 2-5 0 0 0
Tot. 9 2 11 0-0 3-6 0 0 0
JON PENINGER (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1998 7 4 11 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 7 4 11 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
RYAN PRENTICE (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1998 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
LONNIE REED (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1998 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
DUNCAN BAGLEY (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 5 1 6 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
Tot. 5 1 6 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
SHAWN BRAITHWAITE (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TRAVIS BROCK (OL)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
COURTNEY BROWN (LB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 5 5 10 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 5 5 10 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
JAMES CANADA (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 0 1 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
SHAUN CLAIBORNE (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 11 7 18 1-2 2-6 0 1 0
Tot. 11 7 18 1-2 2-6 0 1 0
DONOVAN DASHIELL (RB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
TODD HIDEBRAND (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 4 3 7 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 4 3 7 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
T.J. HORGAN (DT)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 11 13 24 2-9 2-6 0 1 0
Tot. 11 13 24 2-9 2-6 0 1 0
     Blocked FG – 1999, 1.
PETE KALASOUNTAS (QB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
RAND MATTER (TE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
RICHARD PENTON (WR)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
LEE PETTY (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 0 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
WADE POSTELL (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 4 4 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 4 4 8 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
ZAC SCOTT (DB)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 2 1 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
FRED SIMMONS (DE)
Year PT AT Tot. QB Loss BP FR FF
1999 1 2 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Tot. 1 2 3 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
